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Introduction  
Quantitative spatially resolved imaging of magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) is essential for the control of new MNP-based 
therapies against cancer. In magnetorelaxometry (MRX) a distribution of nanoparticles is quantified by measuring its 
relaxation after changing an external magnetic field. Previous theoretical work suggests an improvement of the spatial 
resolution by sequential application of inhomogeneous excitation fields. Here we experimentally tested this hypothesis 
using a single-sensor setup.  
Methods  
The MRX setup consisted of 30 magnetizing coils (d=6mm) radially placed on the surface of a cylinder (5 rings with 
h=7.5 mm, 6 coils with phi=60° per ring). The volume directly outside the cylinder surface was divided into 9 sub-
volumes (voxels). In each of the 9 voxels an MNP-sample (300 mg iron oxide powder) was sequentially magnetized by 
the 30 magnetization coils and the relaxation response was measured by a single SQUID system. The voxel magnetiza-
tion was reconstructed by inverting the forward problem of 30 equations relating magnetizing field and relaxation am-
plitude using a Truncated Singular Value Decomposition. The reconstruction of more complex source distributions was 
evaluated on superpositions of the results of the single voxel measurements.       
Results  
The measurement of MRX signals using 30 excitation coils was feasible. A quantitatively accurate reconstruction of the 
amount of nanoparticles was achieved for all single voxels and also for complex distributions. The mean difference be-
tween the reconstructed MNP amount and the actual value was about 10 percent. Meaningful reconstructions were also 
obtained after virtual enlarging the spatial resolution up to 9 by 9 voxels. 
Conclusion  
We demonstrated the possibility of MNP imaging with MRX using inhomogeneous magnetizing fields and only one 
sensor. Further works will focus on larger source volumes and multi-sensor systems. 
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